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Group
A method, of combating the
Problems Of segregation and discrimination in housing and campus
organizations was agreed upon by
n committee yesterthe S
to, former ASB
day. Paul
heads the group.
vice
The comillellittee deterrnined to
discover hog, many campus organizatiorul Ł, have discriminatory clauses written into their constitutions: to what extent organizations with or without restrictive clauses do discriminate as a
regular
: and to submit
to the Student
recomm
on hØdhoCouncil
covered.

harmonious relations among all
groups. Elimination of segregation clauses would be the first
step toward a betterment of relations.
Stanley

maintained

that

distinction between se
"by will" and "by natu
we can join a group by wi
being willing to beliee in cc’
policies, it is understandable. bu
the act of discrimination by nature
the
is unfair. What a person is he
can’t change no matter bow hard
he wills."
Phillip Buskirk of thr American Fries& Society proposed
three steps for solving the problem. He emphasised the intportiowe of fact finding, of finding which groups discriminate
and which do not, and of ea%Makin a permanent committea with the power to reamsspend changes when needed.

In addit11411, every member of
the eansnatillee was in favor of
reviewing the housing study
made by the Studeat Y" two
yews ego, and by using the
study as a starting point, make
a rowelled effort to thul out
how iminy,lillieusee do discriminate.

THE BEAUX’ STRATAGEM Wayne Ward
(seated) Is displaying the beaux’ stratagem ao he
feints a faint. titirrotuidhig him with mixed emoHens are, left to tight, Barbara Kahle, Pat Garvey,

A statement of policy came after
PAUL SAKAMOTO
a lengthy discussion by individual
... Segregation Chief
members on ftsethods of attacking
and Elisabeth Keller. The "Beene Stratagem" the probillitt .It was Lang Stan- problem of discrimination did not
opens tonight at 8:15 o’clock in the College Theater. ley’s contention that the com- affect the religious groups so much
Photo by French
mittee dmultillintempt to establish as the racial groups. He made

but
the
ties to
tie&
to formulate a an
would not pro.
yoke evasion. Jim Leigh pointed
out that often the "non-caucasion"
clause in organizations is changed
to a "non-cluistian" clause which
allows segregation to remain. The
problem. Leigh said, is whether
or not a state supported institution can recognize private institution% which do discriminate.
It was the consomme of the
c
mIttee that the first step to
the e%entual solving of the problem is to get rid of written law,
then, gradually barriers will
break down.

Sox Kawauchi asked for a plan
which would take away "the negation" involved in organizations
The committee agreed to send
Which tacitly discriminate. She letters to the various campus orsought action by petition or gen- ganizations in an attempt to find
eral resolution.
out which segregate and which do
Clayton Brunts asserted that the not segregate. In addition, the
group should study and evaluate committee will send a letter to
the amount of segregation and
discrimination that is going on at the National Interfraternity Conpresent. He would include living ference in New York to find out
groups, professional organizations which fraternities on campus have
and minority organizations. Fie segregation dame* written into
said that fraternity and sororities their national constitution.

"Beaux’ Stratagem"
Begins Run Tonight
By MARY ANN BILLEC1
"The Beaux’ Stratagem," by George Farquar, opens tonight in
the College Theater at 8:15 o’clock, and will play tomorrow night
and March 26-30.
Dr. Harold C. Crain, chairman of the Fine .41:rts division and
head of the Speech and Drama Department, is directing the 18th
century production.
Dr. Crain hes chosen this play because, "its general good spirits
---appeal-tirmethere is an-mmftes
ment and rellith about life In the
characters of this play that is not
present in all of the dramatic
material of the times."
There is a sense.of fashionable
AtFormal Ball elegance throughout the play
which is reflected in both costume
The 1957 Sweetheart of Sigma and setting.
Chi will be crowned tomorrow
J. Wendell Johnson, associate
night at the fifth annual Sweet- professor of drama, luts designed
heart Formal at the San Jose the sets for the show. The show
Country Club, according to gen- Is being presented as It was in
eral chairman Jim Curnutt. Larry the 18th century with formal
Dent’s orchestra will provide the act curtain and drops. The scenmusic.
ery is obviously painted, even
Finalists for t hr title are Linda
futy4ttio.A4tOW
--esiese.,-Oliereitelee,‘Eette-,
Hansen, Kappa Alpha Theta; and
Two lackeys willchange the setDot Mcniron, Alpha Chi Omega. ting before the
eyes of the
.ecnetime
The winner will be selected by a
vote of the local Sigma Chi chapJohnson says of the setting,
ter.
"the general style will be that of
Crowning the new Sweetheart candlelight, graceful movement,
will be last year’s Sweetheart, light and gay colors, and elements
Robin Wurzburg of Alpha Phi.
of period Conventionality such as
Selection of the Sweetheart of the doors, artificiality, decorum,
Sigma Chi. the oldest such event all presented in high style."
In the fraternity world, had its
There is no atempt to imitate
incepti(m in 1911, following pubany particular theater or prolication of the song, ’The Sweet- ductkm but use is made of many
heart of Sigma Chi" by F. Dudof the staging conventions of
leigh Vernor end Byron D. Stokes.
the period.
The San Jose State chapter has
Joan Paine, stage manager and
sponsored this event ever since
Celeste McAdam, assistant stage
the chapter was chartered on this
manager are responsible for all
campus March 1, 1952.
backstage running of the show.
The dance, which will last from
Their job is a big one, there are
9 p.m. -1 a.m.. is headed by Al
six different sets with many
Walburg. Members of his com- changes throughout the play.
mittee are Ed Adanis. invitations;
Jack Flyers, graduate student
Bill Olney, Givers; Larry Borenand student assistant in costumkamp, orchestra; Joe Filice, aluming, will be costume manager. He
ni coordinator: Ron Munday, dechas supervised Most of the cosorations: and Leigh Wermers, pub- tume construction under the direcBetty.
tion of Miss Berneice Prick, associate professor of drama.
The costumes will be authentic to the customary dress of
the period 17204730. The bulk
of the 18th century drew, has
necessitated that the women reMore than 65 teachers of geol- 1searse,ln enough skirts to learn
ogy will be on campus tomorrow to handle It. Some of the men
attending the annual Farwestern .have had to wear higher heeled
Section Geology Teachers Associa- shoes during rehearsal to he tion Convention, according to Dr. come use to getting around in
Wayne Kartchner, new head of such shore. The men also have
the Physical Sciences Department, had to get used to the closer
who is campus coordinator for the fitting garments.
affair.
’The cast includes Richard Parks
Registration will he held at 9 ars Prologue, Charles Cook as
a m. In the Science Building. John Scene Changer, J’at Carvey as
T. Wahlquist, college president, Aiznwell, Bob Gordon as Mr. Sulwill deliver the ,welcoming ad- len, Bob Montilla as Scrub, James
dress to the group in Room S210 Dunn as Sir Charles.
at 9:30 o’clock.
Tom Prather as Folgard, Joe
The group, will hear speakers
Markham as Bonif RCP, Manuel
during the day and tour through’
Carillo as Gibbet, Phillip Upton’
the Science Building Addition.
as. Hounslow, Jim Haynie as BagThey will meeLat the Montgomery
short, Barbara Ruble as, DorInda,
,and
San
Antonio
lintel, First
Elisabeth Keller as Mrs. Sullen,
streets, In the evening for dinner,
Shirley Ahern as Lady Bountiful,
followed by mote speakers.
Mora Jacott as Cherry, andidarion
Brugnone as Gipsy. .,

SX To CroteW
’57 Sweetheart

Geology Teachers
Convene Saturday

SX’s Wash Cars

Cake Chefs Meet

Pledges of Sigma On will have
a car wash tomorrow from 9
a.m.-3 pm. at the Sigma Chi
house, 241 S. llth St. Revenue
from the wash will be used for
pledging activities.
Price per car will be 50 cents
for those with black wall tires
_
and 76 . OMR
. for white walls.
-

Sophomores who plan to hake
cakes for the Sophomore Cake
Sale Monday are urged by Dick
Hall. chairman, to meet in front
of the Student Union Sunday
afternoon at 4 o’clock for oremitting the sale.
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Dr. Naylor Will esign Experts &e
Top Conditions
As Phy. Sci. Dep Head For
Ski Fans

Dr. Benjamin F. Naylor, prolessor of chemistry, resigned at
his own request as head of the
Physical Science Departmerit, effective July 1. it was announced
yesterday. He will remain the head
of the Chemistry Department.
Dr. Wayne Kartchner, professor

DR. BENJAMIN F. NAYLOR
.
Resigns Physics Post

Keep You’r Coats
The weatherman issues this note
of caution for today. Although it’s
officially spring, don’t throw away
your coats, and jackets just yet.
He predicts it will be slightly
cooler today with the high from
57-63. The low for tonight will be
from 33-40.

of geology, bas been appointed
head of the
al Science Department, as
to Dr. Naylor.
was nominated
Dr. Karti
for the be
of the department by Dr.
rl D. Duncan.
chairman of
Natural Science
Division, Dr. Ngylor and Dr. Fred
F. Harcleroall.
of instruction.
Mrfr
from Brittle
trivels#
with an A.B. degree in 1927,
awarded an A.M. from Stanford
University in 1927, and a Ph.D.
In 1944 from the University of
Arizona. He joined the SJS faculty
In 1929.
Dr. Naylor has been head of
both the Physical Science and the
Chemistry Departments for the
past three years. Dr. Naylor believes that both departments have
grown so much in the last few
years that two Men should ad.
minister them.
Dr. Naylor said. "Dr. Kartchner
Is very well qualified to become
the head of the Physical Science
Department." "I know he will have
the support and confidence of faculty members in the department,"
Dr. Naylor continued.
Dr. Kartchner is responsible
for the increase in the number
of geology majors at SJS and is
an outstanding man in the,geologY
area, said Dr. Naylor.
Dr. Kartchner was an offiger
In the Air Corps in World War
It, and was in charge of re-educating German prisoners of .war
from 1944 to 1948.

SAN FRANCISCO (UP) Road and, ski conditions in the
Sierra as reported yesterday hy
the California State Automobile
Assn, and the Ski Tow Operators
Assn.:
Highway 40: No chains, road
conditions wet. Snowline at Cisco,
a nev1....11:00%.
tile
’441.. Stir cOnciltloaa
-01
excellent. Powder Snow. Slightly
cloudy, minimum temperature 12
degrees.
Highway 50: Chains advised
from Strawberry over Echo Summit. Some snow on the road. Snow line at Strawberry, three inches
new powder snow, 68 inches total.
Ski conditions excellent Slightly
cloudy, 22 minimum temperature_
All facilities operating.
Highway 108: No chains required, road dry. Snowling at
Long Barn, two Inches of new
snow, 46 inches at 6000 feet and
two inches new, total 90 inches
at 7600 feet. Ski conditions excellent. Powder snow. *Weather
clear, temperature 22-33 All facilities loperating.

’Education Day’
To Draw 400
More than 400 senior high school students interested in teaching
will be on campus tomorrow for "Careers in Education Day".
The California Student Teachers Assn, and the Bey Section of
the California Teachers Assn, are sponsoring the day, which will start
with registration in the lobby of Morris Dailey Auditorium. Registration
will be followed by an opening session at which Dr. John T. Wahlquist
college presidetif, will give a welcornin address.
Panel present
of "
Teethe
romait
showing cI the film "The View
from the Tower" also scheduled.
The college Pep Band will entertain at luncheon In the Women’s
Gymnasium, followed by a tour of
The condition of Dr. James 0. the campus and gymnastics demWood, professor of English, who onstration in the hisoYo Gym.
was injured in an automobile acciCredential regulfmnents, special
dent Tuesday, was described is subject emu, aid ..tips on pracimproved but still serious by of tical teaching will be considered
ficials of O’Connor Hospital yes- at the afternoon session.
terday.
The conference, the second of
Dr. Wood was riethed hi- the Its kind sponsored by CSTA. will
close with an exhibition by the
hospital with a skull fracture
Song Girls.
after being Involved in an automobile collision early Tuesday
morning. The driver of the other
car received two citations from
San Jose Police.

Hospttal Says
Prof Is Better

Plans for the forthcoming April
’27 rally convention were formukited this week at the regular
meeting of the rally committee.
according to Only Waller, rally
committee chairman.
The camention will include
northern high schools and colleges.
Waller also announced that the
group is In the process -a planning next fall’s rally activities,
card stunts and half-time participation.
Tentative dates were also announced for the nomination and
election: of offices for neXt Srs
rally committee. "Anyone who hos
20 beams of rally commutes *brit
Is eligible". . stated Wafter. ’The
nominations will be held the first’.
week in May.

UNITED PRESS ROUNDUP

Syria Fires on Israel
TEL’ AVIV -- Syrian forces to send the hill along to The
,liened fire on Israeli positions Ways and Means Committee.
cast of Lake Hutch in northern
Last week. The Education Committes gave unanimous approval to
Israel Wednesday, a in
spokesman announced yesterday. a bill establishing a state college
Intermittent fire continued for in southern Alameda County.
two hours, the spokesman said. He
added there were no Israeli casual- sttateernen Disease Problems
ties.
BERMUDA -- President EisenLake Ifineh is a small lake on hower and Prime Minister Harold
the Jordan River north of the Sea
Macmillan discussed immediate
of Galilee,
and long range problem% In thy
The syrian border Is less Miff: Middle Ea.st at the start of their
half a mile cast of the lake and Anglo-American talks yesterday.
it was in this narrow stri0 where
The President and Prime Ministlig military spokesman said Ister met for two hours in a mornrAli frontier positions were at- ing session.
tacked.
Vote Kill

Alameda School

SACRAMENTO-. An Assembly
committee has killed a bill which
would have established a state
college in the city of Alameda.
The Education Committee voted
8-8 Wednesday night on a motion
to approve the bill which wet
proposed by Assemblyman Robert
W. Crown (D-Alameda). The vote
fell four. short of the 12 necessary

Helpers NeOded
Itithers and ticket takers are
needed for the performances of
’Bastis’ Stratagem," tonight
and tomorrow sod Mardi 26-30.
Anyone Interested may alga
up In the box office. Two camp(empotiiry tickets are given to
Moe* who serve three or more
Rights.

Rally Group Plans
.
Meeting, Activities

Coeds To Attend
AWS Convention

WOMEN’S WEEK COORDINATORNChairmen for next week’s
events from left to right In the top row are Doan* srhiriver. spituds
Party: Terri Galvin, Wonessfs Week general chairman and Nan
Goodert, Fashion Show and Tea. The bottom row from left to right
include Lou Ann Marian!, AWS publicity; Betty Roberta, Chapel
Service and Lon Anne Bone, Women’s Week milfitcity. Not pictured
Is Dorothy Cook, Mirth Melodie chairman. The Splash l’arty, Including rares, relays and free swimming, well he Monday at 4:30
p.m. The Chapel Service Will he on Tuesday afternoon at 134/
o’clock In the chapel. Nedneaday evening at 1:30 o’clock 11 living
grouser will predawn March Melodies In Sforrla Dailey Auditorium.
Women’s Week concludes on Thursday with a Faahlon Show and
Tea at the Catholic Women’s Center at 3:50 p.m. Women faculty
members are especially invited to this last event.
Photo by French

Jeannie Oakieaf. AWS vice
president, and Terri Calvin. Women’s Week chairman, will travel
hi Michigan State University this
weekend to attend the Associated
Women Students National Convention.
"As We See it . . The Role of
the Educated Woman as Student
and Citizen" will he the theme of
the March 23-26 convention. Miss
Nunn. Frederick, NBC tommentater, will be a guest speaker.

Chooses De Vol
Frank De Vol and his orchestra
was chosen by the Social Affairs
Committee yesterday as the group
which will play at the Centennial
Ball.

a

MAI
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Death Valley Nature School Offers Crew Cuts, Dinah
Wide Variety of Desert Wildlife Study : EvenBy RAKIllii.E t, YOE

By BILL HOWARTH
There will be no dearth of ye- Depattinent.
Friday, March 22, J957 riety for students attending thill Dr. McCallum conduct. the field
Page 2
year’s session of the West Coast trips for those who hese attended
Nature School during Easter vacs-the school before.
ED1TORIAt
lion at Death Valley, we are
De. Dunes* will
wvom_
assured by looking at the range of play the imhool this session, acsubjects to be covered.
cording to Dr. Calvin However,
The three permanent members she said, Dr. Dwight Bentel.
Is the Awards Committee squandering student body funds? And
how important are the awards presented to students in comparison to of the school’s staff each year in- head of the Department of Jourother campus groups who need ASS funds to maintain subsistence and vite five different Natural Science nalism and Advertising, will atcarry out essential student activities? A thorough study of Awards Division instructors to conduct the tend the school and complete his
field trips.
photographic record of the acCommittee finances and awards is in order.
This year, Dr. Wayne Kartehtivities.
Apparently unaware where its $4500 of funds allocated by the
Dr. Cavins also said that there
Student Council last fall ha gone, the Awards Committee asked the nee, yrefeseor of geology, will
council Wednesday for an additional $1648.30 to fulfill the need for cossikset the phase on the study are approximately 15 vacancies re of Death Valley’s geological fea- noting
remaining awards to be presented this spring. What has happened
on the school Studt’llts
to Awards Committee funds is anybody’s guess but the council made tures: Dr. Gertrude W. eilYinet may sign-up:on a first .me. first_
director of the school, and a proserved basis, in Room 100 of the
it clear that a shakedown in the present awards program is necessary.
Only allocations to men’s athletics, MacFadden Health Cottage, fessor of chemistry, will conduct Science Building.
office expenses, the SPARTAN DAILY and Spartan Stadium lights a study of the mineral resource.
of the famous desert area; Dr.
exceeds the funds given to the Awards Committee in the 1956-57
Arnold Apylegarth, associate
ASS budget.
How important are the awards included in the $4500 budget? professor at soology, will lead
the field trip na vertebrates
Forty-one jackets at $21.60 a piece, eight sweaters at $16.50, 70
trophies at varying prices, plaques. medals arid other awards will be principally birds common to the
area; and Dr. Harry T. Harvey,
handed out this year. And what is this item whereby funds are.alleinstructor In biology. will Incated so that members of the Student Council, Rally Committee, Sostruct students in a study of
cial Affairs Committee, and Student Court may receive free engraved
plants native to Death Valley.
La Tomes?
Dr. John Harville. assistant
It also has been reported that the Awards Committee and theprointramural budgets both cover $125 for the same awards. Are we fessor of biology, will,stipervise the
study of the area’s small mammals
paying $250 for awards that only cost $125?
Awards are fine and preserve the idea + Is a t student leaders and insects. He also will conduct
jhould receive some token of appreciation for the time and effort the tour of Death Valley Scotty’s
expended in student activities. But, really, in comparison to other "stk.
The permanent members of the
activities and groups that go begging each time the budget is conWest Coast School staff are. Dr.
sidered, isn’t this Awards Committee making a farce of awards?
Let’s be realistic. The Student Council has just so much morsei Cavins, director and registrar; Dr.
to spread around. And what each campus organization receives must
ti D. Duncan, chairman of Na.
1 Science Division; and Dr. G.
be spread out over planned expenses. If a group has too m a n
plannid expenses. something On
McCalluin, head of the Biology
schedule must go.
_

Awards Program Needs Investigation

W ashington Swing In City This Weekend

the cable cars should be
swinging in San Francisco this

After months of dickering,
Fucks II landed the Crew Cuts
for an eleven -day engagement.
Next to booking John Foster
, Guises, Use Crew Cuts are probably the next most difficult attraction to corral.
Although they’e branched Into
!the modern -sound arena within
’the last year, the Toronto-reared
!quartet balances their swing stuff
1 with solid pop tunes. included in
: the format Is "Sh-boom," the toetapper which lifted the Crew Cuts
into the money, "Ooop Shoop," and
-Crazy ’Bout You Baby."
Dinah Washington. the gal
who puts legs osi her lyrics, Is

currently at the Blisokkawk.
Atter a brief tallopint phissi she
sang flimsy songs tar bemistk
her !mei, Dinah is bock mow
the elite. Few songsisters can
match her touch with the blues.

its been 13 years since she
played piano and sang for her
church choir in Chicago. Lionel
Hampton took her with his band
In 1946 and Dinah took over from
there.

your/ca..
MAUER’S *CAFETERIA
Soss mad Boy What You Like
We Specialize
OPEN
In Homemade
Just
7 DAYS A WEEK
Desserts
1.00 to 1.50
11;00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.
ACROSS FROM KRESS
175. SOUTH FIRST

Complete Dinners

Chevy is
America’s"hot" car
officially!

Propeller Puthts
New Snow Sled

!
,C.STA
Program Ads
i Future teachers.

MADISON. Wis.. -- (UP)Conservation men in northern Wisconsin have a portable snow sled
pitsAild-W- propeller to get into
the hick woods which are usually
cossped by deep snow,
The machine can be towed in a
trailer until roads are no longer
passable and removed easily f or
cruising into deer yards for survey
purposes.

its
-q57
HILLMAN

’Boasts Lar ’08t CainDus Membershi
By MUG HILL
What has California Student Teachers Assn, got to offer/ CSTA
welcomes all students majoring in education, and offers them a program geared to their needs and wants. Professional advice, help, and
a purpose which is to help prospective teachers to attain professional
7 _7
standards is the goal of CSTA.
California Student Teachers Aso., flost largest single group on
campus, it currently celebrating its 200. birthday. The local regard.
zation was the third chapter of thett-stateside group, to be formed.

CSTA is currently vociferously
opposing moves in some quarters
which would unionize teachers. According to Bill B.Ium, past local
preside_rit, they feel that teachers
-ere and should be professional in
outlook and employment, and that
, professionalism cannot be recors’ cited with belonging to a union."
ACTIVE ON STA= Limn.

_

Members of the local chapter of
CSTA are and have been quite active on the state level. The state
member-at -large is currently a
member of the’Weiti-ehaptei

IS HERE

Twenty or more events are held
during the school year. among
- which are many that have un.
tonal interest for students inters/A.4in_ everything from primary
and secondary to college level
teaching. To hold the interest and
have meaning for a group with
interests as varied as these takes
some skilled planning and organization. and the local chapter has
demonstrated in the past that it
has just those qualities.

Soo it and drive it
today at:
BILL MANDER
Foreign Car Sales died Saralee

635 UNIVERSITY AVE.
Los Grates, Cell&
EL 4-2704

V

It is the largest chapter of the
CSTA on any college campus in
California.

This weekend, members c a n
take their choice of two separate
events. Students from high
schools in this area will be coming
on campus for "Careers in EduCation Day" and a "Professional
Problems Conference" is being
held at the University of California, Berkeley.
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No other car,

Cleavrciet Wins Coveted
Manufacturers’ Trophy at
Daytona Reach as "best
performing U. S. automobile"!
Want facts about performance?
Thvi look at the official figures from
AR’s iiiternationally famous
r4
Daytona Beach competition for stock
cars. Here’s what you’ll find: Chevrolet, in two weeks of blistering competition, proved itself as America’s
Number One performance car. Nothing
in the low -price field could touch it.

regardkss of price.

scored such a sweep. And Chevy
walked away with the famous Manufacturers’ Trophy, hands down!
The 1957 Chevrolet is. by alLodds,
the most astonishing performer ever
produced in the low -price field. Best
of all, this superiority isn’t limited to
just a few estra-costbisli4PItriCimalkce
models. Every type of Chevyfrom
the six-cylinder models right up to the
283-horsepower "Super Turbo-Fire"
V8’s, from the single -carburetor V8’s
with Powerglide to the stick-Shift

"270’s" is a championship car.
*Na,...2 A ...M. for tiho4 C., Ark. Rains.

Only frandsised Chevrolet dealers

,10LET j

COME IN NOW
CET A WINNING DEAL
ON THE CHAMPION!

1 USA

display this famous trademark

See Your Authorized ’Chevrolet Dealer
Youlsmoke,refreshed

A new idea in smoking.. all-new Sa lem

STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF CALIFORNIA

California Research Corporation
and other Subsidiaries
Representatives will be on the campus

March 25, 1967
to interview

Chemical Process Engineer
Mechanical Engineers
Mathematicians
FOR CAREER EMPLOYMENT
in California and other areas
....qmpoisbut,
0111101111111111.1

menthol fresh
rich tobacco Met.
most modern filter

Think of a Spring breeze blowing over fresh, green greet and you’ll have a
good idea how refreshing all-new SALEM Cigarettes taste. The freshest taste
in cigarettes flows through SALEM’S pure white filter. Rich tobacco taste with
new surprise softness ... menthol-fresh comfort. Try SALEM youll love ’em.

Salem refreshes your taste

’S irit of-S arta’ Essa Winner
The following realty, second
prize winner in the Spirit of
sport* plumy content held laid
semester, is the first la a series of the winning essays to be
printed in the SPARTAN
DAIL Y. The third and find
place mays will appear at a
Inter date.
The author of the following

JUDY’S CHEERFUL
LITTLE EARFUL
MORE SWINGING SOUNDS:

(from Coast Radio) Shelly
Menne and hie Men Vol. 5. This
new album has Stu Williamson,
Charlie Mariano, Stan Freeman.
Leroy Vinnegar and Shelly
Menne playing 5 greats
"Moose The Mooche," "T h e
Wind" (one of the best ballads
in a long time), "Pint of Blues"
(more like a tank of easy swing
toluea), "Tommyhawk," a n d
"Quartet" (a suite in 4 part.
with surprise, humor, and 80
MUCH MUSIC). "MUSIC TO
LISTEN TO BARNEY BESSE!. BY" is Reaciere new album
which entails 13 of the greatest
men In jazz and Includes t he
swinging sounds of "Mountain
Greenery," "Cheerful Little
Earful," "Makin’ Whoopee." to
a kensel original "Blues For
A Playboy,’ and the standard
"Laura" (played with very quiet
feeling and moves as mystically
as the image Laura is). Also
numbered among Contemporary’s new releases is Howard
Runisey’s Lighthouse All-Stars
In "MUSIC FOR LIGHT HOUSEKEEPING" (or how to
get happy while doing hem)
housekeeping)
. . and there’s
"MY FAIR LADY" (Shelly
Menne, Andre Previn, and Leroy Vinnegar)
this
dynamic
and sincere presentation of the
broadway score of same name
still remains as the favorite at
COAST RADIO. FOR THOSE
WHO HAVE BEEN WONDERING: the Chamber Jazz Quartet album will be released in
about 3 weeks . . . When you
think of music, forgetusnot
COAST ’RADIO, 286 So. lat.
so-By JUDY WALDNEllt

Modern Meanings of Ancient Sparta
gy JIM LEIGH
work, Jim Leigh, Is a seeder
English major and editor of
Reed. campus literary 5111114111M
*
*
*
Indeed, it is most astonishing that
all men praise ouch institutions,
but no state chooses to imitate
them
Xemapbea
Constitution of the
Lacedaernsallans
X’S
"Spartan."
The word is still commonly used
today as a noun or adjective ,a1 though some 25 centuries have
passed since the ancient Greek
state of Sparta reached the peak
of its power and influence. A modern dictionary tells us that when
we use the word we mean "like
or characteristic of the ancient
Spartans: warlike, brave, hardy,
stoical, severe frugal, highly disciplined."
We rarely use the word "Spartan" in any but appreciative ways:
it usually connotes a somewhat
grudging admiration of the person or process so deactibedan
admiration grudging because its
object is difficult to emulate. Indeed, of the seven adjectives listed in the dictionary, only the
bears an in"warlike"
first
variably perforative connotation.
When we consider the almost
universal tendency among campliers of Greek histories to exalt Athens at the expense of
Sparta, our modern use of the
word seems still more Impressive a testimony to the enduring positive values of the Spartan culture.. We recall that in
our first childhood encounters
with ancient history we

Bourbon s
French Laundry
Cash and Carry
15% DISCOUNT
378 W. Santa Clara St.

CYpress 5-1767
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FLAT_TOP

JIMMIE’S BARBER SHOP
Next to Mosher’s

123 S. 4th St.
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Invitations

variably ahem’ the Atlantan* ow
heroes and the Spartans as villains. The accounts we read
when older, iI they do not always
denigrate the Sparten culture.
usually, give it short shrill, hurrying on to expansive accounts
of Athenian glories. The over
all result of this historical tendency has been what psychologists call ai "halo effect" for
Athens, and something very
much like the opposite for Sparta. Yet, today, the use to which
we put the word "Spartan"
seems the most absolute phmit
that we still find admirable
most of NUR we bows to have
been the charneteristies of the
Spartan culture.
"Believe," not "know." The ideals
of the Spartans as embodied in
their social and political traditions
were passed on not in writing but
by word of mouth: we must search
for them in the writings of commentators outside their culture
and after their times. Intensive
modern scholarship questions the
complete accuracy of the best of
these accounts, as it does t he
transcribed prose "Rhetrae" of
Lycurgus, the almost mythical
Spartan lawgiver. But however
clouded and questionable Its details may be, however idealized
may be our inherited versions of
it, the ancient story of Sparta does
contain modern meanings for us.
In the course of seeking these
meanings, we need not concern
ourselves with purely scholarly
questione. Certainly, some time
early in the first milienium before
Christ, a man named Lycurgus
lived. There is sufficient evidence
to warrant our agreement with
Aristotle that Lycurgus was one
of the greatest of Greek lawgivers.
Yet to whatever degree one man
was rsponsible for the total Spartan ideal, the point is that this
ideal did emerge at the core of
boldly original plan for human
survival and success in a power worshipping world. Sparta, we
read, was still a "civitas libera et
immunis" after the time of Julius
Caesar: the ideal did not die easily.
The Spartans were not imitators, but innovators: vle have
unanimous agreement on this point
among ancient commentetors.
"For it was not by imitating other
states, but by devising a system
utterly different from most others,
that (Lycurgus) made his country
pre-eminently prosperous," says
says Xenophon.
The Spa rtan ideal was based
upon a considerable knowledge,
both of human nature and of
the failings of other social and
politics’ structures. It was an
Ideal of self-control, but Rot
und the distinction is an imporself contant one an ideal of
trol 11154 an end in itself. The ancient chronicle* make this clear,
if nothing else. Spartan discipline had much nobler alms than
the production of a nation of
ascetics. Its purposes were two:
to make good citizens, and to
realize among those citizen.’ the
lawgivers’ concept of the "good
life." After twenty-five centuries
of new and changing coacepts,
we are obliged to recognize that
these purposes are, in a very
real ’sense, those of our own social and political disciplines.
o n I y our definitions have
changed. And indeed, even the
Intervening developmet. of
western democratic ideals, of
humanism and individualism,
has not wrought much vast
changes in our definition of the
good citizen. We may safely say
that no modern man need fear
for his freedom who incorporates all the civic virtues required
by Spartan law.
The Spartan ideal of self-control stemmed in part from the
realistic belief that men would
not control
themselves unless
trained or compelled to do so. As

on Crane’s finest satin -finished stock
engraved or processed
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Don’t become dull because of lack of
exercise. Stop in today at the San Jose
Health Club, 413 E. Santa Clara Street
CV 7-3251. 3 blocks from campus.
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Capt. Keeley has received notification from San Francisco State
College that the Bay Area eliminations will be held here and the
Area finals at the University of
California.

PIPES FOR
DISCRIMINATING WOWS
PETERSON
ATWOOD
Gil).
SAILING
COMOT DUNHILL SASIENI

DINNER SPECIAL
IREADEO VEAL CUTLETS
POTATO’S
SOUP
VEGETABLE
BREAD I SUTTER
Laois Softie of WI lie

85c
ARCHIE’S
STEAK HOUA
545 S. 2nd St.

Hours 7 A.M. to 9 P.M.

Roos
skirts
the campus
with
striped
or plain
polished
cattOn
6.95

FIRST at SANTA CLARA

REGISTERED VOTERS
OF SAN JOSE STATE
San Jose State College pumps its water
supply from the underground water reservoir beneath the valley floor.
State uses as much water as one of our
valley cities.

THE VALLEY ASKS YOU
TO SUPPORT OUR WATER
CONSERVATION PROGRAM
Election March 26

IMIAGANTEID
or year
MONEY
SACK

Foga

Interested persons will have an
opportunity to observe the finest
AFROTC drill teams in California
during the Bay Area Drill Team
Eliminations here April 12, according to Capt. Charles Raaley
of AFROTC Detachment 45.
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If these results are net obtained
within 40 days.
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By CECELIA HANSEN
modern law would appear to be
Last
semester the Health Office
the
on
same
belief,
we
founded
cannot help admiring the insight performed 23,145 Individual servand foresight demonstrated by the ices such as giving X-rays and
Spartan preceptors who shared it. shots, physiotherapy treatments
and handling office calls. This is
A case in point is offered by the equivalent of every 8.18 stuthe Spartan methods of encour- dent visiting the office about two
aging honest and devotion to duty and one-third times.
among citizens and civic officers.
Of course most students found
Instead Of hedging the citizenry
it difficult to fit one third of a
about with a maze of laws and
visit to the Health Office into
statutes they tried -- with contheir scheduler’, and some stayed
siderable success - - to remove as
awii7 completely, so that this
many temptations as possible. By
number actually reflects multiple
forbidding citizens to take part
services to fewer students than
In buainese affairs, and by mak- might
be expected.
ing money so cumbersome as to
Colds
and related respiratory
physically
difficult
to accumube
late, the Spartans actually pre- ailments accounted for the largest
vented material wealth from be- number of cases, with skin and
coming a serious object in their "nocuous membrane trealSmata
culture. According to Xenophon, running a chili ascend.
Dr. Thomas J. Gray, healthLycurgus ’’made it more respectable to help one’s fellows by toil- ficer, said that many of the skin
ing with the body than by spend- problems were caused by allergies.
ing money (on them), pointing out He said that allergies are causthat toil IA an employment of the ing more problems every year and
soul, ..pending an employment of that medical men believe that
stress and strain is a contributing
wealth."
factor. Another possible cause is
Despite our modern concept of the
tremendous number of new
free enterprise, we may still ap- substances
with which people come
preciate the wisdom behind the into contact. He’
said that deterinsistence
on
equal
conSpartans’
gents, new medicines, and insect
tribution to the food supply and on sprays are possible
troublemakers
the same standard of living for among the
thousands of new comall citizens, kings and ephors in- pounds.
cluded. This even-handed insistAthletes’ injuries rated’ third on
ence produced, to a truly remarkthe list with various other ailable degree, a state in which competitive spirit was channeled to- ments and injuries accounting for
ward cooperative good citizenship. the remainder of cases.
Dr. Gray said that there Is a
But what of the second purpose movement underway
to standardof the Spartan ideal? At first ize medical records and forms in
glance, our modern definition of all state colleges.
the ’good life" would appear to
have changed a great deal more
than our definition of good citizenship. Certainly we should find
unbearable such constrictions as
Rolfe Johnson and Robert Pianthose placed on marriage and fam- alto have
been selected as deleily life by Spartan discipline.
tes to _theArriuld Air Society
I Yet we may appreciate
awl National Coneisve in New York
the Spartan kiwi CIty April 1g40. Gary Guelet also
loors teem
bevsi:
will attend as an Area .1 delegate.
it the "good life,"
tere this ideal may seem in
One of the pilots who recently
comparison with our own. Its flew non-stop around the world
bases in experience, although in a B-52 bomber will speak to
originally coasidered in a world members of Arnold Air Society
in many ways harsher than our next month.
ewe, have not yet been invaliThe movie "All Quiet on the
dated. The modern world aimWestern Front" will be shown in
uly finds it easier to ignore, for the Music
Building May 2. The
example, the fact that mare- movie
is open to the public.
strkeed indulgence of ;Amok&
appetites inevitably cameo body
and egad to brocce fiseeld sad
dulled, that satiety ends net In
satisfaction but in the most barren dim-satisfaction. The belief
in this fact as a guide to action was basic to the Spartan
idea
This is not to say, however, that
the Spartan lawgivers denied or
refected the demands of physical
appetite. One more of Xenophon’s
remarks is much to the point here:
"Another of his Lycurguie) reforms wee the abolition of compulsory drinking .
. But he allowed everyone to drink when he
was thirsty, believing that drinking is then most harmless and
most welcome." It is no romantic,
idealization to say that food and
drink tasted better, that lovemaking and sleep were even sweeter
to the Spartans than to a great
many moderns.
Self-control. We have found it
the guiding principle of Spartan
life. It underlies those characteristics which we today still designate as "Spartan." It is_not a
barren exercise, but a means to
a more vivid, meaningful and useful life. It enables humaps to use
their physical, mental and spiritual energies to the utmost rather
than to waste them, And It is no
easier -- or less desirable -- to
achieve today than it was 25 centuries ago.
Surrounded and spoiled as we
are today, yet still faced with the
specter of want in the world It
large, we must surely make every
attempt to extract and utilize the
most valid and valuable meanings
from the story of Sparta. They
remain an imperishable part of
our legacy from the ancient world.
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Scrappy Cisneros, Akana,
, n erc ass
ee
pens
Rubine Triumph in PCI Bouts Here Today at 2:45 p.m.
By DON RECKER

SACRAMENTOPete Cisneros, Nick Akana, and Stu Rubino
battled their way to wins here last night in the opening round of the
25th annual Pacific Coast Intercollegiate boxing championships.
The scrappy trio joined Bobby Tafoya, Welvin Stroud, and Russ
Camilleri, who drew first round byes, in the second installment of this
pagoent of slugging.
The Spartans rank second in team points clif 404910’s ictien with
six poi*. Cal Poly was high with II, while Colive of Idaho and
Washing State trailed San Jose with 4 and 3 points respectively.
BENGAL BYES
Tourney favorite Idaho State did not send a man to the post.
Al 10 Bengal boxers drew first -round byes.
Only Spartan to lose last night was Al Julian, 147.14 was a split
decision at that. The luck of the draw pitted the ring-wise Julian
against Bob Gow, Cal Poly’s little ball of muscle power.
Gow handed Julian his only other defeat of the season at San
Jose earlier this year.
At home, Julian figured he lost as he tried to slug rather than
box with the heavy -punching Gow. He wasn’t going to make the
same mistake again if he could help it. But Gow wanted to slug and
he rushed Julian in au effort to land his short, jarring blows. Julian
was forced to back away end tried to score with long lefts.. When
Julian ’eared with his kit. Gow,
one el the oditeast counterEXCEL LETTER SERVICE
pumpers," In eon*, ringdom,
we dc Student Wort
blasted his shed rhe hmeimiCistArmiris -TYPING
STENOGRAPHY - ADDRESSING
(lOW GAINTI) EDON
Reasonable Rates
It was during thme flurries that
US a lad
CT 11-111111 Gow gained a slight edge rimel
If no answer cat CY 3-6299
sexy for the win_
Stu Rub:ne, 156, put up his
career fight against a sleeper opponent, tough Dave Flood of Sacramento State. The struggle, a
IMO THE ALAMEDA
tense display of courage by two
CT 24212
evenly -matched fighters, prompted
Judge Eddie Cole to remark "it
was one of the toughest, most
savage bouts I’ve seen all year."
Ruble., a akow starter, came
to life early in the second round
to batter Fleod with kit beaks
and short rides.
Halfway through the round it
appeared
if Firma was through,
however, he came back, and slammed Rubine enough to almost even
it up. In the third, the pair tossed
heavy leather toe-to-toe for a full
30 seconds.
A right hand by Rubine opened
a cut over Flood’s eye in 1:36 of
the third: the bout was stopped.
Rubine was given the decision.
AKANA WINS
Nick Altana floored John Zero ’ore of Cal Poly in the first round
with a short out -of -no-where right.
Zamora got up and moved in for
Credit Jewelers
more. Akana showed he hit with
both hands with equal effecede72 SOUTH 1415T STREET.
nets as he sent the game 132 pounder to the canvas hgain with
Drings You
a left hook. Zamora bounced up
before the referee could Mewl a
count and he instinctively went
after Akana. The classy soph
Direct from Ringside
needed only an opening which he
quiddy saw, and sent his foe
THE
down and out for good in 1:40 of
the first.
TOURNEY
PCI
Pete Cisneros, not looking in
Fled Baits
his awed form, wen a questionable easerd displeaser from
from Sacramento
Nausea’s Hon Kitt in a 125blow by blow account
pound bout. Cisneros whipped
on
Kitt at Nevada earlier In the
KSJO
1600
year. He had considerably more
trouble in repeating the trick
AT 1:00 TONIGHT
lant night.
The Spartan wrapped up the
by your boxing broadcaster
bout in the third when he rushed
at ringside
out and put on the old pressure
EARL RUSSELL
for which San Jose boxers have
long been famous for.
Speaseeetal by
The results:
Sas Jose’s Leading
125- -Pete Cisneros dec. Don
Diamond Stare let
Kitt, Nev.
Sweethearts
132Nick Akana TKO’d John
Zamora, -CP, 1 :44)- first-retie&
154- -Btu Rubine dec. Jim Fleoll,
Sac. St.
Tonight’s slate:
.119Bob Tafoya vs. Dave Ye.

RCILLERLAND
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Sy RAND
POE
The Interelme Track Meet at
245 p.m. today seises the sports
lillotlight at Spartan Field
Eleven records might be destroyed In todare mambo, since
persisteet sunshine bas provided
a fast track for the local thlnclads.
Five teams will attempt to manufacture new marks, enroute to
the team title. TroglAgs will be
handed over to LI*
in five
with Bob
different elassillps

Helping Redus build the tally -total Smith and Mike Yeager will add
will be Paul Valerie, the Compton additional pule*.
product who won the 440 at Alfton Vavra’s Tigers, backed by
10118 State last week in 49.9, which
Kappa Alpha and
established a new dual meet roe -Delta Gamma,
ord there. Also in the supporting
have Wes Bond,
cast is Wilton Jones, promising
Chuck Polzi,
iz
broad Jumper; Tom Lkmvale, Milt
Ro
Giardina,
Stewart, Benny Walker and Fred
and Jim Hushaw.
Greets
The other entry
WYATT LEAPS TODAY
is Gene TognetHerm Wyatt will compete for
ti’s Gopher s,
Chuck Hightoeier’s Bears, sponsponsored by Sig sored by Pi Kappa Alpha and Alma Chi and KapND
pa Alpha Theta.
Tithhenal, new head football coach, Pha Phi, and he should dominate
the highjump like grandmother Sigma Ott and Alpha Chi Omega
making the presentations.
monopolizes the TV.
captured the team title last seaLest Year, Lang Stgisley went to
Wyatt is the eastern indoor son.
work with add
highjump champ (6 ft. 10% In I
NORTON SPARKS GOPHERS
efficiency to cop
Hightower has been over the 14t h e Outstanding
The Gophers’ roster is headed
foot mark twice this season and
Per f or mance
by Rapid Ray Norton, which is saysteal the show today. Alcould
award. He also
ing a mouthful. Norton could pile
though he is not ready to challenge
nabbed highup 12 points. Aiding him will be
Occidental’s
Bob
Gutowski
for
15spoint laurels.
Rush, Quentin Manchester,
foot honors, he might be able to Bob
Stanley will be
and Ken Napier, anion* others. . t4
handle
USCs
vaulting
twosome,
back for a second
One of the meet’s highlights Is
Roe Morris and Ernie Bullard, behelping today,
the Greek Relay, an eight -man,
fore
the
season
ends.
and will compete
880-grind with each man huffing
Garfield Finley could surprise
for the Striders
110 yards. Teams to beat are AlSMITH
sprints.
the
In
of Los Angeles
pha Tau Omega, SAE, DE, andl.
Hightower
good for
later in the season.
Sigma Chi.
at least five pH*. _end Den
HUSKIES, LIONS STRONG
The teams to be heat appear
GOLDEN WEST
to be Stanley. Huskies and
WRVIN STROUD
Clint Rehr’ lAoas. The Huskies,
DRY CLEANERS
. . . Draws Bye sponsored by ROM and Theta
sod
xi, have good balance sad Inveda. Idaho St.
BACHELOR
SERVICE
Steak",
Peet-gvaduate
roster
sigdeshe
their
oa
are
clude
re132Akana vs. Benito Sinclaire,
LAUNDRY
io be
n=dmaitoliatngpaalnlonshism4
at for
who mold grab le pehits. Ron
Cal Poly.
Gross, versatile Van Parish,
139 Welvin Stroud vs. John Payne Graeae, and Herb Stockaid of um emposaller must be
FASfSERVICE’
Egan, College of Idaho.
Mod WNW 411111 Red of Wank.
man.
In at 9Out at 5
156Rubine vs. Jess KlinkenThe Liona, under the wind of Wafter Iefesusellea is available
berg, W. St.
Phi Sterna Kappa And Kappa Map- In the Credentials Office, Roma
25 S. 3rd
178Dale Let ham. Idaho St. vs pa- Gamma. will- be -hawed by ReSer7:30-I
7:30-6.
Open
Russ Camilleri. SJ.
dos, who could garner 11 points.
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BOXING

HOW DO YOU
MEASURE
YOUR FUTURE?
If you’re a science or engineering
senior, you’ve been wined and dined

Paaa

and promised the world. But before
you pack your slide rule. measure a
few facts about your future... and
the vast advantages of starting your
career with a pace-setter of Fire-

MECHANICAL
ENGINEERS
ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERS

0e4uoi."4

CHEMICAL
ENGINEERS

’Old Outetry" ctyle

METALLUROICAL
ENGINEERS

Grinder Sandwiches our Speciality
Choice of Italian Cold Cuts, Hot Sausage, or

Yon ere
invited
to meet
the mos

Space available for your party, whether its 20 or 200.

pattern

and is still the most

encouraging in that field. Near both

.

the Los Angeles and Monterey haltics,leadingresearch andechaCgd9114
centers invite your inquiring mind.
Everything and everyone at Firestone will inspire you to learn mote;
to grow.
And don’t overlook money. Fire-

I

stone’s calibre:
As part of its 57-year pattern of
leadership, the Firestone team is now

1

carrying forward the Army’s vital
program for the "Corporal:’ That

only to a man’s present value but
also to his future potential. At its,

kind of ’brilliant pioneering can

Guided Missile Division, you’ll enjoy

make your future exciting, challeng-

an income that will help you

ing, prestige-packed.
As for educational growth, Fire-

the setting of success so important in
the career and the _ lik of a rising

stone’s tuition reimbursement plan

engineer.

I

PHYSICISTS

Meatbells
Full Foot -long loaf of tread
With all the Trimmings
And, of course, Baked Lasagna

set the

1

1

stone believes in relating income not

from FIRESTONE,
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Spartans Go 11 Innings
Batters, Ducks Tie 8-8; George Sparks
Meet in RetnitiCli Today Linksters Today

Friday, Mardi 22, 1957

1.9. 5

METE MIES

FAcks II .NOW.

FACK’S

By TOM LARIMORE

Spartan baseballers will face the University of Oregon Ducks today in another attempt to send the visitors home winless as the two
clubs mauled their way through I I innings yesterday only to have
the Tame called because of darkness with the score knotted 8-8 at
Municipal Stadium.
Coach Ed Sobczak’s charges kept the ball game alive in the
ninth frame when first sacker John Rostomily doubled to lek_searing

As usual, San Jose State will be powerfully represented in today’s
season -opening golf match with Cal Poly. Seldom have the Spartans fielded a mediocre aggregation and this season’s squad is no
exception.
Ernie George probably will spearhead the local forces_ He fired
a pair of 68s earlier this month in qualification rounds at Sin Jose
Country Club and has since maintained that pace George’s total
was 136

Don Hodgen and then scored him -f
self on backstop Don ChristianEddie Dulno Jr. has been the
sen’s chop single to short center
second man on the totem and easfield. This pair of Ans tied the
ily could supplant George. Duino
SARATOGA
game at 7-7 at the end of the
poizsesse,s a good array of shots.
Elvis Proslay in
a
regulation nine innings and forced
BPi
Freshman netters repeated Wed"LOVE ME TENDEr’
the extra stanzas.
nesday’s
winning
effotrs
yesterus
; N1thrtn ibii-edlifthe tenth
day as they blanked San Jose
"SANcIAGO"
Santa Clara’s fresh basebaliers
round as the /tests pulletl themAlan Ladd
Rosana Podastra
Junior College 8-0. The Frosh
he
seventh
exploded
in
t
inning
selves out of the hole with a
squad will be host to Burlingame
bases -loaded double play. Webfoot and went on to whip the SJS
High School today at the Spartan
Ken Bond banged a sharp liner frosh, 13-4, at the Spartan diaCourts; with the first match getEL RANCHO
to Spartan Jim Schmiedt at third, mond yesterday.
ting underway at 3 p.m.
Walt Disnyy’s
Spartan pitcher John Jurivich
who attempted to tag Tom Dodge
Lee Junta, number one on the
’Westward Ho The Wagons’
base. Srhmiedt had a 3-2 lead going into the
coming
from
second
with Foss Parker
yearling team, extended his winbut
his
supporting
frame,
seventh
forced
but
missed the base runner
plus
ning streak as he outstroked Tbrn
him out of the baseline for the cast betrayed him. The baby Bron"DRANGO"
Holland of the Jaguars, 6-3, 6-0,
Jeff Chandler Joanne
second out of the inning and then cos tallied five times---only one
Dru
Junta teamed with Tom Fousekla
of them earnedas the Spartans
Bond.
nip
threw
to
first
to
in the top doubles event to deThe Oregonians moved In made three costly errors, Mike
feat Holland and Lou Aubcrt 6-0,
front in ttie top of the eleventh Navone replaced Jurivich and went
MAYFAIR
FRIDAY
MAIttli
6-3.
Mamtin and Lewis in
by one run but the San Jose the rest of the way.
Mike
Jones
reliable
a
usually
Fousekis
and
Aubert
played
The
"HOLLYWOOD OR BUST"
caught
up
again
State crew
Jim McGuy
John’ Pinkerton
Don Hartin
pair of furious sets before t he
when Christlantien and Sehmledt had three boots, all of them on
"DRANGO"
Spartan freshman outpointed his
walked and advanced to second throwing errors.
(SJS Grads)
Jot( ChandlerJoanna NO
Buzz Ulrey pounded out three
rival 6-4, 6-4; in the second singles
and third on a passed ball.
Student Rotes
hits to lead the locals. His longi41
match.
Proudly invite you to the opening of their
was
purposly
King
Outfielder Ed
blow was a well -tagged homer
WALT McPHERSON
SINGLES:
given a free pass to load the bags
new and unique establishment. Ifs a
which sailed over the center
Joel.
SJS 0. 1 Holland 6-1 61
... Golf Mentor Lon FouNkii
when Dale Ocken, who relieved
5.150. L. Auber1 6.4 44
fielder’s head. SJS tallied once in before the season has gone too Tern
5J1 O. .1. INA.* 4-14-4
Oki G.
starter Ron Roe in the sixth innhideaway
with a personality ell its own.
5.150. H. Corbin 41 6,1
the second, twice in the fourth, far. Others expected to provide
Ed
SJS D. A Moreno 6-1 41
ing, flied out to right, scoring
Audi,
Gil
10.1
1416:11.6
LIS
D.
S.
and once in the ninth stanza.
Fool.,
IL
46
qualifying
and recorded a 139 in
Christiansen from third. The spark
Murphy
its,/
Higgins went the route for
Russ Caries surprisisd by bang- DOUBLES:
Featuring:
died when center fielder Joe Win6-0
tt11S
t
1
.6
No/lald-Auterf
Santa Clara, spacing 11 bingles. ing out a 144. He has been t h e tr..trmiii
15 D.
D. Trains -Moreno 44 II-I
stead went the same route as
He also hit two homeruns.
"THE GUNS OF
Spartans’ third -ranked man thus
Top Flight Entertainers
Ocken, flying out to Jim Pingree
The fmsh will have Lefty Larry far.
FORT PETTICOAT"
in the right pasture.
Williams, who has won three conJack Cummings started slowly
[In Trschnicolos)
Pingree provided the game’s big secutive games, ready for mound
a? the
but should be among the leaders
he
plus
when
Wilt In ta sixth frame
duty against San Jose J.C. today. SJS with points are Stan Giddings,
left
belted a line drive over the
"SUICIDE MISSION"
Ray Waterman, and Jim Clark,
field wall scoring teammate Terry
with twit Lamm
- Maddox in front of him. - -sharp ballhandlIng by the
COMING:
Webfoot infield ended swiss
545 RACE STREET
Rooting Section AwardMal
ERROL
scoring hopes many times as
GARDNER
Cooke.
Bressler; DOM Benz; Col.
Just one block South of the new Seers,
the’ pulled three double plays
Sunday Jam
Outstanding Performer Col.
on the locale. The first, with
straight out San Carlos Street
350
Rodgers; Sgt. Cunningham; Sgt.
the banes full In the bottom of
7 P.M.
Alpha Tao Omega continued to Buford; ft. E. Poe.
.....
the second, started when rifle hold its narrow one-half game edge
Deborah
arm Ron Dodge, playing behind
over pursuing Delta Upsilon, as
KERR
the plate, caught King napping
Robert
both teams won games in the Fraoff first base. Schreletit, on third,
MITCHUM
ternity Intramural Basketball
broke for home_ and was. met
t.regule last night in the Spartan
ifiarbe’s ’eutairetch.ed IRIS<
Gym.
and the ban. King went for
ATO’s DOG McCully scored 22
second where Spartan Bob Copoints to personally give the leaitimho was parked and was taggue leaders a 45-40 winover a
ged out by the Duck third ’sackcir47.:14Z.E t
challenging Delta Sigma Phi, and
er who raced from third to
DU’s John Wagner racked up 22
2ND HIT
second with the ball.
markers to lead a 60-40 triumph
"STORM WARNING"
The visitors might have had a over Phi Sigma Kappa. ATo is
Mia
b
u
t
sort
plays
double
more
couple
now 6-0 on the season compared
Pou.as
Brody
crunching slides into the keystone tq DU’s 5-0,
sack by King and Coturnbo spilled
Next TueedgY night DU will get
both shortstop Jim Plfher and a chance to tie ATO, as the latter
In
Hastings.
Wimp
bagger
second
S T
will draw a bye. The two meet in
fourth round,
the final game of the wantonnext
TO the bottom of the
King’s slide broke ids the double Thursday.
AC killing and gave the Spartans a
FRATERNITY LEAGUE
RA pair of tallies which otherwise
Team
W L
T
wouldn’t have counted.
Alpha Tau Omega
6 0
Oregon used four chuckers in Delta Upsilon
5 0
Coach
while
affair
extended
the
Sigma Chl
4 2
Oconly
Roe
and
threw
Sobczak
"EVERY MOMENT
Kappa Alpha
3 2
ken, saving his pitching staff for Sigma Alpha Epsilon
3 3
IS A BIG MOMENT
today’s rematch with the Ducks. Phi Sigma Kappa
2 3
IN
The visitors touched the local Sigma Nu
23
twirlers for a dozen settles while Theta Xi
23
10.
Delta Sigma
the Spartan batsmen collected
2 4
Kappa Tau
1 4
1 2 3 41 6 7191011 RHE Lambda Chi Alpha
0 6
PACIFIC COAST LEAGUE
Ore. 1 0 0 2 0 4 0 0 0 0 1 1123
10 3 Team
1 0 0 2 1 0 1 0 2 0 1
J
W L
PI Kappa Alpha
6 0
5 1
HAVENLY FOODS Tap-A -Keg-Five
Tau Delta Phi
5 1
Oat Of This World Restaarant
Internationals
4 2
Dinner
lunch
Ireakfest
Green Squad
3 3
BANQUETS A SPECIALTY
it Wig lat Yrs!
tikauturt if a
Phantom Five
s
3 3
PRIVATE PARTY ROOMS
fabulous
Verne’s
of
Jules
route
Travel
the
SCCE’s
Julien
of
N.
On
Ileysbor
.....
2
4
3-1683
CY
Chi Pi Sigma
hero to the most romantic places in’ the
1 5
Fighting Five
0 6
world. London! Paris ... Rome ... Istanbul
Under New Management
Red Sox’s
0 6
Tokyo!
... Calcutta ... Hong Kong .
This could be your summer vacation ...
Bungalow Fountain VarnINTER-COAST LEAGUEW 1.
79 days of enchantment with all expencel
Sparvets
Open 7 Days a Week
. 6 0
Said a popular B.M.O.C.: Said a Phi Bela Kapp’d
paid. And all you have to do is write one
Bruins
4 2
6.30 A N. 6.30 PM.
simple line of English!
named Jack:
"The
New Crash-proof Box
Dugout Dandles
4 2
litesifst Lunch Dlnnr
Just finish the limerick about the pack
IFT’s
"I go for the LaM Pack!
is for me!
4 2
that suits you best . . . the Crush-proof
HAMBUGERS I Ye
Tappa Nug Keg
33
It’s so handy to tote,
It closes so tight,
(Inros1 in town)
LaM Box or the Handy LaM Pack. See
Theta Chi
3
3
.
In my shirt or my coat,
Keeps
my
L&M’s
and
send
in
...
box
below
in
simple
rules
Newman
Club
....
2
3
NEW YORK CUT STEAK DINNER
Esquires
TODAY!
your
entry
1
4
12..n. Steak $1.25
93
11
Baker
WINNIIIIMINUPOSawswwwwww
1 5
Corner 9th IL Williams
Spartan Chi
15

rotteaFrosh
Pine Smashes
SJS Frosh,13-4

Freshmen Blank
SJJC Netters 8-0

Cat0-3Ait
DANCING

FACKS 11 960 Bush Street
Grand Opening!!

II 0

Every Week-end

See ya

ATO, DU Sustain
Perfect Records,
Top Frat League

Kerosene Club -

Interckiss Judges

Heaen

Knows,

.Allison

1

P1(15 50
LAND CAMERA
PRIZES

PICK THE PACK
THAT SUITS YOU BEST

Yes, try WA in the new Crush-proof Box.
Try the burly l&M Pack . . then finish the
limerick slat the pack that suits you best!

fly around the-welt this summer!
Tri

&Son3

VAVIaED

MAYO

BRI EN

A JAGUAR reword
...w.aNtn ISOL

PLUS
John Lund in

"AFFAIR IN RENO"

ene cimett
Floral Artists

98 E. Santa Clare St.
CY 5-4934 or CY 6-4935
FREE DELIVERY WITHIN CITY
"Flowers Could Never Offend"

-

1.

Finish
m the limerick about whichever
pack suns you hest.
your last tine with the wrapper
Trip around the 2. Send
or box from the La M peck you prefer
fa facsimile will do) ... along
world In 79 days
name and aildrm, to LaM, P O.
1635, New York 46, N. Y.
3. Content mantled to college students.
Entries must he postmarked no later
than midnight, April 30, 1957.
Polaroid llititiander" 4 Entries will be judged on literary espression, originality, sincerity and &s I. and cameras
of thought. Decision of our judges
Winners will be notified by mail.
(Confer, void wherever illeTa0.

FIRST PRIZE

NEXT 50

AMY
Get Full, Exciting Flavor
Plus the Pure White Miracle Tip

PRIZES

01937, Ligii& Myst.. Tobacco Co.

IlliveModern sn’e lig
America’s fastest growing cigarette

ter

,
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Spartan Shields
Replica of Sparta Shield Installs Officers
To Be Presented SJS For Coming Year

A replica of the ancient shield of Sparta, being flown here from
Spartan Shield s, sophomore
Athens, will be presented to San Jose State College at the Academic men’s honorary organization, reConvocation in the Civic Auditorium May 2, according to Dr. William cently installed new officers.
J. Ousel.
Those who will guide the Shields
Booras, president of the American foundation for the coming year are 11111
Harris
Norge.
Greece, will make the presentation, which, will bie received by Dr. president; Bill Douglas, vice-presE. P. Panagopoules, assistant professor of Hittory, on behalf of State ident; Torn Sgarlato, recording
-*and will respond with a speech of secretary; Don Nash, correspondappreciation in Greek.
ing secretary; Bob Fay. treasurThe relic is being presented to er; Bob Mathis, pledge master;
the college as a recognition by and Roger Ham4y, sergeant -at.
thc people of Sparta in appreci- arms.
’
lition of SJS using Sparta as an
First spring rushing function
will be April 9 in the Student
At mo,ffefttFete official college symbol.
According to Dr. Dusel, t he Union.
Shields, together with Spartan
The San Jose State chapter of shield will probably be exhibited
Spears. sophomore women’s orthe Scabbard and Blade, uppper in one of the trophy cases.
division ROTC society, was praisIn addition to the presentation ganization, have been seeding
ed Wednesday night at an an- of the shield, George E. Johnson, three members of their organiniversary.. dinner held in the Of- vice-president of the foundation, zation to Agnew hospital each
ficers Club at Moffett Field.
Will present monetary prizes and Wednesday night to help entertain patients.
J.C. May, district adviser, spoke scrolls prepared by the citizens of
Sparta
to
the
winners
of
the
at the 52nd anniversary dinner
and pointed out the progress the "spirit of Sparta" essay contest.
San Jose State chapter has made The scrolls will be written in
in the short year’s time it has ancient Greek.
Awards will go to Henry W.
been organized.
Rink, a senior English major, who
Scabbard and Blade Capt. Robert placed first in the contest, and
Beatty was in charge of the af- will receive $250. James t Leigh,
fair and. w as assisted by John also a senior English major, $150;
Rodriguez and 011ie Guinn.
California Veterans who do not
and Dzintra I. Opals, an economics
have enough entitlement remainGuests at the dinner were Col. major. $100.
On Sunday, March 24, an ac- ing to complete their education
John Dr Rogers, Mai Edgar Colladay. Maj. Dean Bressler and Capt. count of the Centinnial at State under Public Law 550 may be
and the use of Sparta as its symbol eligible for assistance from t he
William Herring.
is scheduled to appear in all the State of California, according to
daily Greek-American newspapers, the Santa Clara County Veterans
with a picture of President John Administration office.
These veterans should obtain a
T. Wahlquist.
certificate well in advance of the
Stailials Soldier the typhoidexpiration date of their federal
paratyphoid shot series will relaw schooling, according to service
ceive their seatiad shots on Friofficer, John W. Davis.
day, betneitai 9-1.0 a.m. and 3-4
California regulations require
pas in itstegst11 of the Adminthat the application for assistance
istration
be filed before the school regisPledge cards and release cards tration date.
for blood donations are available
California Educational Institute
in the Outer Quad today for those will pay subsistence and book alstudents who were unable to lowance for full-time students or
pledge Monday,. Tue;day and Wed- tuition for part-time students.
nesday,- arcortttilr to-Cortnne BoApplicatilids for certificate of
cello, chairman of the Campus eligibility and for educational as.
sistance may be obtained from the
Chi Pi Sigma, police fraternity, Blood Drive Committee.
Donations will be accepted Mon- County Veterans Service Office
will stage its annual pledge dance
and dinner tomorrow night at day beginning at 9 a.m. in the 410 W. St. James St.
Student Union. Students under
Mariani’s Restaurant at 7:30 p.m.
21 who wish to donate must secure
Earlier this week the fraternity a release card..
tanned 12 pledges at a regular
meeting. Those pinned were Gene
Brown, Barry Burquist, Art Tetrault, Robert West, Bill Grotts.
Robert Lleivenyn, Don DeLuca.
Dr. Itarrlson Heath, college
The American Women Buyers
Torn Seek, Chuck Hayes, Gary testing officer, will be the speakWills, Larry Smith and Ron Mun- er today at 12:1111 o’clock at the Club is again offering a $750
aCtsidarshlp for one-year of proday.
"Meet the Professor" eerie*
fessional- graduate study at the
Guest speaker at the pinning held at the Presbyterian SUWelett New York University School of
ceremony was Lee Cole of the Center, 09 S. 11th St.
Retailing, to encourage college
National Auto Theft Bureau.
women to prepare for executive
careers in retailing.
Competition is open to college
seniors who must submit appliOXNARD, Calif. (UPI
- The children had been awakened by
cations by April 1. The winner
Oxnard Air Force base has come the .ieta.
will enroll in the school next fall
up with a scheme to handle com"Usually, they’re hopping mad," for study leading to a master of
plaints about jet noises.
Col. Carey said.
science degree in retailing.
Col. Edwin Carey, commanding
When a mother calls, the officer
Further information can be obofficer of the jet interceptor
listens to the complaint, then sug- tained by writing to Saul Pulver,
squadron, devised the system when gests he
would like to have her
plagued by nearby residents, ,par- discuss the matter with the pilot American Women Buyers Club,
225 W. 34th St., New York 1, N.Y.
ticularly mothers whose young
of the very plane that caused the
noise.
"If the. mother is agreeable,"
Col. Carey said. "we make an appolatommt and the Oat, in his best
uniform, presents himself at her
Two oil companies will ;wort
FOR KENT
fronttillar.
representatives to the campus
Fern. apt 3 or 4 quiet Mall MU;
"He Almires the baby, and over Monday to hold job interviews in
.I bk from college. $25. CT 2-2152.
coffee. explains the mission of the the Placement Office, Room 100.
I agl. rm. A 2 rm. cabin both turn. Air Defense Command to protect
Several teach& placement inter--tail. EL 4-7385, 266 N. 6.
our shores from sneak attack
views also will be held next week
-Generally," be added, "the Air Interested students can obtain apFM. led. Opt., in pr. home-h.
yng. cpl. 20 min. ride frrn. SJS. Forel can chilli up another pointments, detail and application
EL 4-7773 eveningsfriand."6forms in that office.
_
Students with majors in mec617 or 615 S. 6th. St.
hanical engineering, chemistry and
mathematics will be interviewed
Perm
for jobs with the Standard Oil of
CT 4-2902. 357 S. 90s,
California of San Francisco MonIt,--ktteb.Psiv.
for adlege
day from 9;30 am, to 1:30 p.m.
46 So. 5th St.
Interviews for job openings as
Ka. tor 3 PROM ads.. ’titers. priv..
sales trainees, credit trainees,
lin furn $27.50 tzto. 665 S. 6tit St.
chemists and mechanical engineers
Rms. for Rays --with kitch. Priv.
with the General Petroleum Corp.
S25 mo. 665 So. 8th SL.
of San Mateo will be held Monday from 9:20 a.m. to 4:30 p.m
WANTED
TEACHER PLACEMENT
Tiptoe: All kinds fast service
Teacher placement interviews
Recs. Electric typewriter. Carol
scheduled for next week are:
-CY 4-93Z.
Monday-Los Gatos Union lEleI girl to live with.3 others in lg.
Your doctor will tell you -a metary School and Raymond Grin.
hse. 280 S. 9th, CT 5-7203.
NoDoz Awakener-is safe ite an
Wait depleee head to play- 1 stied.
cup of hot, black cofPhone WH 64278 after 7 p.m.
reke a NoDos Awakener
when you Cram for that exam
TIMM te ’ware rooter et
IVOR KALE
farms (SO Arm
...or when mid -afternoon
fee state .
’5i Iiired-VairitioeTV101/14,-iivir. brings on those "3 o’clock cob5650 ,ecludree steamer), tem
emecira.
tee
Orlitlk.
Amami VW
steering, $1S50 or trade for ’sports web;" You’ll find NoDoz gives
car. CT 7-1768. 6-10 p.m.
you a lift without a letdown..,
LIPIICOST TOWS bp bier
de, laltbooO Motel. rod for the
helps you snap back to normal
Golf clubs, V irons, putter, 1
adelietereel la mutt
and fight fatigue safely!
matched & registered. Brig & cart
STUBS TOURS opt% tom*.
utesumes. art, now.
Cornpl. $75. Contact Agnes Creech,
r4c1Pf:en
-35e
moo
Social Studies, oases, stall
ts
111.m. 16, Student Affairs Office.
*Wads kbegarShIPS Molable.
boos) a swift -’49 fitnie.-Laiki Oftilser.
lie Sit’ IMRE-SPEND LESS
Underwood typewriter. $35. Study
NeVOI
Yew Teems! Awma Oa
lamp (Laffir. light) $3. Chaise
Lounge (near newt $20. Many
o7W4KENIRS
imstasthal
other Items (priced reas. I Call
S
bere his
pa row
Crams 3-2806.
SAFI AS COM.
in OMIT It. UM tessielan 1 Mt 113/711

Advi r
esa
Lauds
ROTC Soc
Society

Eligible Vets
May Receive
State Subsidy

Second Shots Due

11!ood Booth Open;
Last Time Today

Chi PiSigma
Plans Dance -

Dr. Heath Speaks

N.Y. Buyers Club
Offers Cash Grant

Air Force Has Solu tion to Jet Noise

MEETINGS
California Recreation Society
will meet Tuesday at 7.30 o’clock
in Room 22 of the Women’s Gym.
Professor Charles Brightbill and
Dr. Harlan G. Metcalf will lead
a panel discussion on the review
and evaluation of the Recreation
Department program.
Spartans from the Start committee will meet today at 3:30 pm.
in Room J104.
Sparsets will m e e t a t 7:30
o’clock this evening at 143 N. 5th
St,
latersatIonal tierv lee organization’ will meet today from 12:30
to 2:30 p.m. In Rooin 126 of the
Speech and Drama Building. There
will be a short business meeting
and slides of foreign countries
will be shown. Refreshments also
will be served.

Acknowledges
Instrument Gift
Norman 0. Gunderson, head of
the Engineering Department, recently acknowledged the gift of
three oscilloscopes to the depart mein by the Hewlitt-Packard Co.
of Palo Alto. The oscilloscopes are
used as test instruments.
The oscilloscopes will be added
to the equipment in the electronics
laboratories of the engineering division.
Gunderson wrote to David
Packard, president of the liewlitt.
Packard Co., that the new equipment was especially welcome because of the limited yearly budget allocation.
The,,Hewlitt-Packard Co. is also
cooperating with the college in
providing part-time jobs for engineering students.

KPhi Holds Dance
"Tropical Rhythms" will be
the theme of Kappa l’hl, Methostist wtanen’s group, .at their
spring pledge formal to be held
tomorrow at the Saratoga Foothills Club at 9 :00 o’clock.
Sesen spring pledges to be
honored at the dance are: Joyce
Bartells, Lyn Titus, Pat Green,
Peggy Fisher, Diana Howard
and Carol Hume.

Business Leader
Speaks to Class
Wesley Strouse, manager of the
San Jose Better Business Sure
spoke to the Senior Business Iieture Class this week in the Morris Dailey Auditorium on "Services of the National Better Business Bureau."
The four functions of the bureau
arc, he said. 11 to promote and
maintain fair ad:. ertising and selling practices, 2r conthict a consumer education program, 31 preprosetute
vent fraud, an d
frauds. The bureau has no power
to punish frauds: it ’nay only give
advice, he said.

Qualifying Exam
Will Be.Tuesday

ATOs To Hold
Annual ’Stomp

The second qualifying exam in
United States history and the Constitution will be’ given Tuesday
at 3:30 p.m. in Room 13, for all
Jerry
Juniors, seniors and graduate sturecentlyntly
esi
&ryIFICII" was
Pledg - dents working for a general secondary credential with a ininoor
SIGMA PI
in social science.
Sigma Pi retained the scholarThose required to take this test
ship trophy this year with a overshould bring two sheets of IBM
all grade point of 2.51.
form 444 to the vaunting room.
SIGMA NU

ALPHA TAU OMEGA
The annual Okle’Stomp will be
held tonight at the Horseman’s
Assn. barn. The Prune Pickers -will
provide music.
New pledge class officers are
Stu Nixon, *president; Bob Richards. vice president: Sam Popovich, sergeant-at-arths; Jim Get Pledge class officers for this
tens. sneak chairman; and Paul
semester are Hal Penny, presiSTATE COLLEGE
Troeter, secretary-treasurer.
dent; Glen Sparrow, secretary.
MARKET
treasurer; John Buffo. sentinel;
DELTA SIGMA PHI
Firm Meats and Groceries
Reasonable Pticiis
New officers of the Delta Sig Gene Larrtgan, soder
Newly appointed officers include
Om Nights 111 10 P.M.
pledge class are Darrell Graves,
Center of Mb S Sea Carlos
president; Dick Bower, vice presi- Jim Carter, social; Bill White,
dent; Ken Cushman, secretary; house manager; and Bob Engel,
pledge trainer.
and Bill Marsh, social.
A party is being planned by the
A costume party will be held
LEADING TAMALE
this weekend in Los Gatos. The Sigma Nils for March 30 at HavenPARLOR
ly
Foods.
theme will be characters from a
FEATURING SPANISH
book. Prizes will be given for THETA CHI
FOOD TO TAKE HOME
Two new pledges were given the
the most original costumes.
CT 44656
SI N. FIRST
pin
of
Theta
Chl
last
week.
They
The Delta Sigs are teaming with
are
Tom
Bushnell,
Weiss
and
Ted
the Delta Gama for the annual
Chuck Papanteies was elected
"Ugly Man Contest." Contestants
are Larry Bruton, Jim Griffith. corresponding secretary for the
General Arlo Repair
Ron Blake, Gil Zaballos, and Bill coming semester at Monday night’s
meeting.
Specielly
Hydrtics
Helms.
The tentative date for the NaPCV 11-4147
Student Rotas
The Delta Sigmas will sponsor
See Jae
Nancy Bosworth in the Lamb& erdak party, held each year with
4511 E. Sea Salvable
the Stanford chapter, is April 6,
Chi Alpha Cresent Girl Contest.
according
to
social
chairman
Dick
Plans have begun for the annual
Sailor’s Ball, to be held this year Zimmerman,
in May. Three pre-Ball functions THETA XI
will be held. One is planned for
Pledge class officers of Theta
Adobe Creek Lodge.
Xi are Pete Scattergood, president;
A
The brothers of Kappa Alpha Chet Roberts, secretary -treasurer;
and Wayne Fox. social.
KAPPA ALPHA
The judges for the Blossom Time
have elected Bruce Carter as presqueen contest have been anfrom
ident of the house. Curtis Loft and
nounced, They a me David H.
Bill Schultz were elected as viceAdams, president of the San Jose
president and secretary.
Chamber of Commerce; Charles
HOUSE OF FLOWERS
The brothers are wearing black
Goodman, representing the San,_ , jeftfrianta Clara CY 2-0462
crepe under their pins in memory
Jose Mercury; Paul Catalana,
of Bob Waters who drowned in a
manager of the El Rancho Driveboating accident last week. BroIn; and a representative from the
ther Waters was a former vicecollege. to ha_cnnooww,_1 loler
president In the house. The crepe
KAPPA TAU
is a tradition of Kappa Alptta, and
New pledges of Kappa Tau are
will be worn for one month.
- -Jerry Seibus has been- working Mel Ginti..calUT Lenz. Mike Islawith the Cal and Stanford Chap- vone, Don Shumaiter, a n d Bill
ters on plans for the annual Dixie Young.
Social chairman Dan Proost anBall, which will be held in May.
Jim Beadnell is heading the push nounced that plans are being made
cart relay entry for the Kiss, and for a basketball exchange with
Jim Hushaw is heading the KA the Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity
of the University of California.
entry in. Spring Sing.

STOKE’S

A&M Auto Repair

For the Dance...

lovely

Corsage

BAKMAS

SPerdat
Spring Earrings

$1.00

Mearthy;

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
The annual Hobo Hop will be
held this year on March 29.
Mrs. Al Stones, president of the
Mother’s Club, announced that
the rummage sale is scheduled for
May 3.
-.Don Lathrop will he the honored guest at the Founders Day dinner to be held at the chapter house
tonight.

DELTA UPSILON
DU will hold a "had taste"
dance tonight at Los Ranchos
Alameda’.
The active chapter and the
Mother’s Club will hold their annual rummage sale soon, according to Gaylan Hayes.

LETS GO

OA Si,,

12 W. San Antonio St.
Montgomery Hotel Bldg

CV 2-3923

TO CHURCH

PHI SIGMA KAPPA
Final plans are under way for ,
the annual Moonlight Girl Dance pi
to be held March 30 at the Villa
Hotel in San Mateo. The MoonThie Metlseditt student confer In San Jose
light Girl and her Iwo attendants
CV 4-7254
24 N. FIFTH STREET
will be named at the dance.
’CORDIALLY INVITES YOU TO
The finalists in the contest are
PARTICIPATE IN ITS SUNDAY ACTIVITIES
Jonn Crosetti, Alpha Chi Omega;
Patty Fisc,h1e. Alpha Phi; Bev
9:30 A.M. Kiononia t’sss. led by Dr. Harold Crain.
A discussi:,r, of Contemporary Ethical
Nally, Gamma Phi Beta; Kay Pitt.
issues.
man. Chi Omega; Barbara Tighe,
600 P.M. Said Supper in Wesley Hall, 35c. No
Sigma Kappa; Sylvia Somers,
reservations necessary.
Kappa Alpha Theta; Joyce Schae7.00 P.M. -Church Related Vocations- discussed by
fer. Delta Gamma; Carol Crysler.
Or. J, Wesley Farr. Mrs. Eva Ktro...ell and
Rev. On Ingraham.
Kappa Kappa Gamma; Dianne
it e Union High School.
Director: Dick Ingraham, B.D.
Wednesday
Ilucneme School Harris-, Kappa Delta; Chris Richards, Alpha Omicron PI; Lois Law.
District, Port Hueneme.
Thursday-- Torrance Unified ton, Phi Mu; and Dorothy Arnold,
Delta Beta,
_
School District.
Friday- San I,eandro Unified. PI KAPPA ALPHA
School District and Martinez PubNewly appointed officers of Pi
"ASSEMBLY OF GOD"
lic Schools.
KA are Dave and Dennis Red224 MERIDIAN ROAD
Jefferson Union
Saturday
mond, social; Jim Edwards. shield
School District, Santa Clara, at
and diamond secretary; Jon Har1201 Lawrence Rd., Santa Clara.
ris, alumni secretary; and Bob
The following schools are now
Pace, sergeant -at -arm..
accepting" applications for teachThe Alumni Assn. held their
SERVICESs
ing vacancies:
first meeting earlier this month
Elementary Teaching candi9:30 A.M.
SUNDAY SCHOOL
at the chapter house, Mr. Robert
dates -Pacific Grove Unified
WORSHIP SERVICE
100 A.M.
William Murphy is the new. presiSchool District, Monterey County;
dent.
YOUTH
P.M.
MEETING
i:30
Ballico Elementary SChool, MerEVANGELISTIC SERVICE
7:30 P.M._ .
ced County; ’Upon, G r amiss a r SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
School, Ripon Calif.; Martinez
Founders Day was celebrated by
BETHEL MEMORIES-8:30 A.M.-SUNDAY-KEEN-I470
Public Schools, Tulare County.
the SAEs at a dinner held at the
Secondary Teaching candi- +lawaiian Gardens. Lynn Waldorf
THOMAS G. SUTTON - Pastor
dates -Desert High School, Muroc was guest speaker.
.
Unified School District, Edwards,
Calif.. In all fields except husiness;
Placer Union High School a n’d
Sierra College District, In all
TWO BLOCKS VROM CAMPUS
Sad AND SAN AN’TONIO
Yllez Valley Union
SERVICES
SUNDAY
High Schaal, Santa Barbara
II NORTH SECOND STREET
.II:00 MORNING WORSHIP
County, in all fields; and ’MonSUNDAY SERVICES-. MARCH 17
7.30 EVENING SERVICE
terey Union 1,figh School for two
Holy
8:00
Communion
AAA:
girls’ physciareducation instrucDr.
Clarence Sands -Minister
-9:30A.bi. EernilY $stvi.,_c* *
---a
tors.
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